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American Federation of Astrologers. Paperback. Condition: New. Jack Cipolla (illustrator). 170
pages. Dimensions: 9.1in. x 7.5in. x 0.5in.Amplify Your Astrological Perspective With Planet-Centered
Astrology The entire solar sphere is full of bodies, and each of them in some degree has an effect
upon the whole. There are more than 115 of such bodies to be reckoned with, and all are at varying
stages of vibratory impulse. They have definite orbits, they turn upon their axis, they draw their life
and substance from the Sun, but they have not yet been considered factors of moment. Alice Bailey,
A Treatise in Cosmic Fire Astrology is founded on the premise that the planets embody and
exemplify archetypal concepts. The gods themselves, for whom the planets are named, were
projections of human qualities onto deities. Each planet s perspective includes its moons or asteroid
companions. Why should we study astrology from each planet s perspective To find direct
expressions of each planet at your time of birth To distance personal ego from the equation To
appreciate your own planet-centered charts To discover clear choices alternatives that have been
there all your life To become acquainted with energy allies for personal growth and spiritual
understanding...
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The ebook is simple in go through better to fully grasp. It is actually rally exciting throgh reading through period. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Alexa nder  Ja cobi-- Alexa nder  Ja cobi

Thorough information for ebook enthusiasts. It is rally fascinating throgh reading through period of time. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Hilla r d Ma cejkovic-- Hilla r d Ma cejkovic
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